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PICARD AND BRAUER GROUPS OF ZARISKI SCHEMES

PIOTR BLASS1 AND RAYMOND HOOBLER

ABSTRACT. The Cartier-Yuan exact sequence is used to calculate Picard

groups and Brauer groups of Zariski surfaces and their generalizations. A

result of Blass-Deligne on the factoriality of general affine Zariski surfaces is

extended to all higher dimensional Zariski schemes.

In this note we use the Cartier-Yuan exact sequence to calculate Picard groups

and Brauer groups of Zariski surfaces and their generalizations. We also extend

a result of Blass-Deligne on the factoriality of general affine Zariski surfaces to all

higher dimensional Zariski schemes. All calculations are carried out using étale

cohomology but at several points we use the identification of étale and Zariski

cohomology if the coefficient sheaf is a coherent Os-module.

Since we are interested in both the affine and projective cases we begin by estab-

lishing some notation. Let S be a regular, quasi-projective scheme in characteristic

p > 0 with very ample bundle 0(1). If e is a positive integer, (p, e) = 1, and

G G T(S, 0s{pe)), we let A be the graded, quasi-coherent sheaf of Os-algebras de-

fined by A = ©¡°^0 0{l)[Z]/{Zp — G) where Z is an indeterminate of degree e. The

Zariski scheme associated to (S, G) is X = Proj(.A). It comes with a structure map

7r: X —► S which makes 7r,0x into a locally free Os-module of rank p. Note that if

S is affine, then X = Spec(0s[Z]/(Zp - G)).
For the remainder of this note we assume that X is a normal scheme. This will

be the case, for instance, if S is a smooth, quasi-projective variety and the locus of

zeros of the Jacobian matrix of G/x^e has codimension > 1 in D+{xj) C S and all

Xj G T{S, 0(1)). In this case,

p-i

rr»Ox = 0Os(-/e)
1=0

since the section Z restricts to Zj = Z/x* G r(D+(xj),ir»0x) which transforms

according to the rule

{Zj/ztf = (G/xf )/(G/*n = {xt/x°r
or, more simply, x^Zj = xekZk. Moreover, the Frobenius on S, Fs'- S —> 5, factors

as n o i where i:S -* X. If / G T{D+{xj),itt0x) is described as / = J2ai^j^

0<Kp, then i*f = Etfi^Zj)1 = 5>fffJ- where Qj = G/xf G T(D+{Xj), 0S).
Thus in terms of homogeneous coordinates i can be viewed on 0s{-le) as the

composite

_ 0s{-le)F-i0s{-ple)^0s.
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Next we turn to the computation of ir*nx ,s. On D+(xj),

p-i

k&x/sId+'xj) = ® 0S \Z\dZj
1=0

and d = dx/s has 0 0s\Z*jdZj, 0 < / < p — 1, as image. Since ZjXe- = ZkXek, we

conclude that

**nx/s = ($0s(-le)
1=1

and elements are locally given by ¿~2ajZjdZj where dZj is a local representation

of a section of 0s(—e). Since flX/s 1S an mvertible Ox-module, all one forms are

closed.

We can now put all of this information together into the Cartier-Yuan sequence

[4].

0 —► Gm,s —* 7r*Gm,x -* ^*^x/S   ~*   Z*^X/S ~~* ̂'

*MX/S = 0f=1 0s{-le),        i*nx/s = 0s{-pe),

(1.1) C (©fr/ 0s{-lej) = 0,        C: Os(-pe) -» Os(-pe) is identity,

J|: Os(-Ze) —► Os(-pe) is the composite,

Os(-ie) 5 Os(-îrfe) G-   Os(-pe).

Note that C is Os-linear while J is p-linear.  This sequence is exact for the étale

topology on S and remains so when restricted to any subscheme of S.

We can now state our principal theorem.

THEOREM 1.   Let S be a regular, guasi-projective scheme in characteristic p >

0. Let jr-.X^Sbe the Zariski scheme associated to {S,G) and assume X is

normal.

(1) Suppose S is projective and Hm{S, 0s{—n)) = 0 for n > 0 and m = 0 or

1. Then ir*: Pic(S') —> Pic(X) is an isomorphism. If, moreover, H2{S, 0s{—n)) =

0 for n > 0, then -k*: Br'(S) —> Br'(X) is an isomorphism where Br'(T) =

H2{Tet,Gm) is the cohomological Brauer group of T. Finally, if S = V\, k a

separably closed field, then Pic(X) = Z is generated by 0(1) and if e = 1, then

Br(X) = 0.
(2) Suppose S = Spec A is an affine, regular scheme. Then 7r*:Br(S') —► Br(X)

is onto. If S has no nontrivial Galois coverings with group Z/pZ and either G is

a unit in A or A is a factorial local ring with G in the maximal ideal of A, then

Br(S) S Br(X) and Pic(S) -* Pic(X) is onto. If dim A -dim Sing (X) > 2, then X
is locally geometrically factorial, i.e., 0x3p is factorial for all p G X where 0xsp is

the strict henselization of the local ring 0x,v- In particular, X is a locally factorial

scheme.

PROOF. Let C = Cok{Gmts —* 7T*C?m,x)- Then we have two long exact se-

quences

(1.2) ••■ - /T-^C) -» Hr{S,Gm) -» Hr{X,Gm) - Hr{S,C) - ...
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and

(1.3)    ■■■^Hr-1{S,0{-pe))^Hr{S,C)

-> 0¿T(S,O(-/e)) C^r H*{S,0{-pe)) - ■■■
1=1

where Hr{S,-K»Gmix) — Hr{X,Gm) since 7r is finite and Cr,Ir denote the actions

of C, I on the rth étale cohomology groups = rth Zariski cohomology of the coherent

sheaves 0(—le), 1 < I <p.

(1) If H°{S, 0{-n)) = H^S, 0(-n)) = 0 for n > 0, then H°{S,C) = H^S^)
= 0 and so 7r*: Pic(5) —► Pic(X) is an isomorphism. If, in addition, H2{S, 0{—n)) =

0 for n > 0, then H2{S, C) = 0, and so n*: Br'(S) —► Br'(X) is an isomorphism.

Finally, if S = P2k, then Pic(S) = Pic(X) since Hm{P2, 0{-n)) = 0 for n > 0 if
m = 0 or 1. Since H2{X,Gm) is torsion, Br(X) = H2{X,Gm) [5]. tf2(P2,Gm) =

H3{P2, Gm) = 0 since we are over a separably closed field. Consequently, Br(X) =

H2{P2, C) and if e = 1, we arrive at the exact sequence

0 _» Br(X) - 0 H2{P2, 0{-l)) CV2 H2{P2, 0{-p)).
i=i

There is a quite useful, concrete way of viewing H2{P2, 0{—n)) (for example, see

[3]). Consider the Z graded ring Sx0XiX2 = k[Xo,X1,X2}[{X0X1X2)-1]. Then

there is a graded isomorphism between i/2(P2,® 0{n)) and the k vector space in

5xoX,x2 with basis {X^X^Xl? /h < 0 for ¿ = 0,1,2}. Thus a typical element

¿e©f=i#2(P2,0{-l)) is

p
z = ^2J2<ia(l)Ma{-l),        aa{l)£k,

1=1   a

where Ma(-l) = XfrX^XÎ? with l0, h,l2 < 0 and /0+/i +h = -I- The description
in (1.1) shows that

(c2 - i2){z) = $>a(p)Ma(-P) -Y.a-{pYGp-lMa{-pY
a a.

p-i

-EEa«(/)PG'"lM«H)p-
1 = 1    a

Suppose (<?2 - I2){z) = 0. Multiply this equation by {X0X1X2)p(p~2) to clear

denominators. We then get the identity

(XoXxX2)^-2) (£>Q(p)Ma(-p))

= G2{X0XlX2)p(p-V   ^Gl-3aa{l)pMa{-l)p   .

.1=3

In particular, G2\{X0XiX2)p<-p~2^(^2aa{p)Ma{-p)), which is impossible unless

aa (p) = 0 for all a since deg G2 = p2 is too large. The remaining sum on the right

must also be zero, and so we conclude that Br(X) = 0.

(2) Now suppose S = Spec A is an affine regular scheme. Let X — Spec/? be

the Zariski scheme associated to (S, G) for a G G A and assume that B is normal.
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Then Hr{S, 0(n)) = 0 if r > 0. This together with the sequence (1.3) allows us to

conclude that
p-i

0 -> H°{S,C) -» 0 AZldZ C^ Ai*dZ -* ¿f^S.C) -* 0
;=o

is exact where C is A-linear with C{ZldZ) = 0 if / < p - 1 and ¿*dZ if / = p - 1
and I is p-linear with I{ZldZ) = Gli*dZ. Consequently, Br(5) —► Br(X) is onto.

Next we must analyze the cokernel of C - I. Suppose b G A. Then bi*dZ —

{C - I){Y1 ctiZldZ) iff we can solve the equation

p-2

(1.4) app_1Gp-1-ap-1 + J2a!Gl + b = °-
1=0

If we multiply this equation by G, set a; = 0 for 0 < / < p - 2 and ap_iG = T,

we arrive at the Artin-Schreier equation Tp - T + bG = 0. Let y G A be a solution

of this equation. If G is a unit in A, then ap-\ = y/G, a¡ = 0, 0 < / < p - 2, is a

solution of (1.4). Otherwise we factor yp -y = y{y- 1) ■ • • {y — (p- 1)) and observe

that we may assume y— 1,... ,y — (p— 1) are units. Since A is factorial we conclude

that G\y, and so ap_i = y/G, a¿ = 0, 0 < / < p - 2, is again a solution of (1.4). In

either case, H1^^) = 0, and so Br(5) S Br(X) and Pic(S) -♦ Pic(X) is onto.

Finally, let W = SingX and suppose dim A - dimVK > 2. If P G X and
7r(P) = Q, then we can assume A is strictly local since it is contained in the strict

henselization at Q. Since there is only one point over Q, B = A[Z]/{ZP — G) is

also strictly local. Then Pic(X - W) = C1(X), and we must show that this group

vanishes. Let U = S — n{W) and V — 7r_1(C7). The sequence (1.1) for the mapping

7t: V —► U remains exact. S is regular and depth {ft{W)) = dim A - dim7r(W/) > 2.

Hence H2,WAS, A) = 0 = H1{U,0s) [2]. Moreover, the depth condition ensures

that H°(U, Os) = A and so just as above we get Hl{U,C) via the exact sequence

p-i
0 AZldZ °^r AïdZ -> HX{U, C) -» 0.
/=o

But we analyzed the image of C — I above.  Since A is factorial and a separably

closed local ring, the argument above applies and shows that Pic([/) —> Pic(Vr) is

onto. Since A is factorial, C1(A) = Pic([7) = 0 and so Cl{B) = 0.
Let k be separably closed and let X be a normal Zariski surface associated to

(P|,G) where G G T(P2, 0{pe)). Let p:X —> X be the minimal desingularization

of X. The last calculation we want to make concerns the Picard and Brauer group

of the desingularized Zariski surface X. It can be shown that X has only rational

double point singularities with resolution graph Ap_i [1]. If T Ç X is the discrete

singular set, let W = p~l{T).

THEOREM 2. If X is a desingularized Zariski surface as above, then Pic(X) is

a free abelian group of rank = (p - 1)#(T) + 1 and Br(X) —► Br(X) is onto. If

e = 1, then Br(X) = 0.

PROOF. Since p*Gm x = Gm,x and X, X are proper, we have an exact sequence

[6, Exercise 3.4, p. 229]'.

(1.5)
• • ■ ̂  Pic(W) - H2{X, Gm) -* H2{X, Gm) -* H2{W, Gm) -+ H3{X, Gm) -» • • •.
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Now since X has rational singularities, Pic(l4y) is a free abelian group whose car-

dinality is the number of irreducible components of W; that is, (p - 1)#(T). By

Theorem 1, Pic(X) = Z and so Pic(X) is free abelian of rank 1 + (p - 1)#(T).

In order to finish the proof we need only show that H2{W, Gm) = 0. For this

we use induction on the number of P^s appearing in W. If there is only one, then

by Tsen's Theorem H2{Pl,Gm) — 0. For the induction step we use the exact

sequence (1.5) where we let X be our W, and X be obtained by blowing up a

nonsingular point on W. Then W becomes P1 and the exact sequence shows that

H2{X,Gm) = H2{X,Gm), as desired.
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